UCCA-purchased drones delivered to Ukraine’s defenders
UCCA provides additional “eyes” by delivering DJI Mavic 3 Drones...
To various units scattered along the frontlines...
defending Ukraine’s sovereignty and democracy.
Support for Communication systems

UCCA purchases & delivers Starlink systems to help units maintain contact
Vital supplies

UCCA’s in-country volunteers deliver first aid supplies & Motorola communication systems to units on the frontlines.
#SupportUkraine

For over 18 months now, UCCA has been delivering crucial non-lethal military assistance to our freedom fighters defending Ukraine’s sovereignty & territorial integrity and providing direct relief to help alleviate the humanitarian challenges our brethren continue to face due to Russia’s ongoing genocidal war.

UCCA hopes it can count on your continued generous financial support!

Previous reports of UCCA’s #SupportUkraine Humanitarian Aid program can be viewed on our website at:

https://ucca.org/aidreports/